HP COMMERCIAL DISPLAYS

The future of work
brought to life

Your display is where
the magic happens
Regardless of your budget or task, HP commercial displays have
you covered with a wide array of designs that combine powerful
functionality, industry-leading security, and a modern aesthetic.
Whether you're an office-based productivity powerhouse, mobile
pro on the move, financial wizard scanning massive video walls,
or a groundbreaking creative team designing the next trending
product or blockbuster film, we have a display for that.

Open workstyles
Efficient workspaces
Constant collaboration

To learn more,
visit www.hp.com

Welcome to HP displays
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Spectacularly built for today′s workforce
Fabulous front-of-screen experiences

Set up a collaboration command center

Ensure that your content and projects come alive the way you
imagined—with no distortions, and in a range of high resolutions,
aspect ratios, and screen sizes. Go with one screen or many, tiled
together in virtually seamless multi-display arrangements with
three-sided or four-sided micro-edge bezels.1

Collaborate anywhere in the world at a moment's notice with
an HP commercial display that's certified for Skype for Business
with integrated conferencing controls and a webcam. For large
conference rooms, pair a large-screen 55" diagonal display with
the HP Elite Slice. Or add an HP UCC accessory like a collaboration
keyboard or headset with built-in call controls. To learn more,
visit hp.com/go/collaboration.

An investment that lasts, all over the world
Trust a display that is engineered with the highest-grade
components, undergoes extensive development testing, and is
backed by a worldwide limited warranty. If you need to deploy
displays across town or across the world, choose from several
Global Series displays with stable product lifecycles and worldwide
availability. The HP Zero Bright Dot Guarantee covers the
replacement of an HP Z Display if even one sub-pixel fails.

So much more than a display
Pick the right display for your project and your space, from
traditional to curved to touch. Beyond the screen, HP commercial
displays also boast several productivity enhancements. Available
built-in docking streamlines your cabling while wireless charging
eliminates it altogether. USB-C™ allows single-cable connectivity
to your devices. Enjoy crisp sound for all your media on displays
that have webcams and Audio by Bang & Olufsen.

Create a small-footprint solution
Maximize small workspaces when you mount an HP Desktop Mini
behind your display. Or keep things compact with HP accessories
like an HP Single Monitor Arm to take the display off the desk,
an HP USB Graphics Adapter for multi-display setups, or an
HP S100 Speaker Bar for space-saving audio.2
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And that's just for starters. It's time to meet the full
lineup of HP displays, beginning with the HP Z Displays.
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HP Z DISPLAYS

The best way to create
the future is to see it
When your project is make-or-break, only the

resolutions up to Cinema 4K. Select models

best will do. HP Z Displays come right out of

include HP DreamColor technology, which won

the box with color calibration and accuracy to

the 2015 Scientific and Engineering Award

ensure consistent imagery between displays in

from the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and

the office, on-set, across the hall, and around

Sciences.3 To learn more about HP Z Displays,

the world. Experience jaw-dropping image

visit hp.com/go/zdisplays.

presentation at up to 8 million visible pixels and
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HP ELITEDISPLAY S-SERIES

Breathtaking visuals that
inspire from every angle
HP EliteDisplay S-Series premium displays

productivity or lose yourself in a curved

are purpose-built for the workplace of the

screen. Our USB-C-powered portable display

future with refined, elegant materials for an

is an on-the-go, single-cable, dual-screen

exceptional experience and modern aesthetic,

solution for mobile workers.

in screen sizes up to an impressive 34"
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diagonal. Choose a 4K micro-edge monitor

To learn more about HP EliteDisplay S-Series,

for maximum visual impact and optimal

visit hp.com/go/elitedisplays.
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HP ELITEDISPLAY E-SERIES

Take your productivity
to the edge
Deploy an everyday office workhorse
that looks like a thoroughbred. The
HP EliteDisplay E-Series meets
your demanding presentation,
performance, connectivity, and
ergonomic needs and looks great
while doing it.4
They’re available with three-sided
micro-edge bezels, perfect for
multi-display setups that provide
expansive, uninterrupted views.1
Choose from full, WUXGA, or Quad
HD in screen sizes up to 27" diagonal,
advanced connectivity, and the best
comfort adjustability HP has to offer.
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Maximize productivity in small
spaces with models that combine
expanded functionality in a single
display footprint with features
like expertly tuned Audio by
Bang & Olufsen and a webcam
for collaboration, a touchscreen
for onscreen interactivity, or an
integrated in-stand dock and
port replicator for your device
and accessories.
To learn more about HP
EliteDisplay E-Series, visit
hp.com/go/elitedisplayse
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HP PRO DISPLAYS

All-star features
without the all-star
expense
Give a boost to daily office productivity with HP
ProDisplays in screen sizes up to 23.8" diagonal.
These displays combine essential features like Full
HD image presentation and multi-device connectivity
and are available at price points that are well within
your budget. To learn more about HP ProDisplays,
visit hp.com/go/pro.

HP VALUE DISPLAYS

Budget,
basic features,
and beauty
Be smart and stylish without breaking the bank.
HP Value Displays are available in standard and
curved designs in screen sizes from the compact
18.5" diagonal up to 31.5" diagonal and offer
affordable business-class features such as Full
HD screen resolution and everyday connectivity,
all backed by an HP standard limited warranty.
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HP commercial displays at a glance
Built with the future of work in mind, HP displays meet your unique needs both today and tomorrow.
WO R KSTAT I O N

HP Z Displays
• Style and creative power built for the mission-critical user experience
• Award-winning HP DreamColor technology3

PR EMI UM

HP EliteDisplay S-Series
• Style and business power
• Delivering the newest technologies and design trends
for the modern and mobile workforce

MAI N ST R EAM

HP EliteDisplay E-Series
• Business power
• Style meets substance for optimal viewing,
productivity, and ergonomics

HP ProDisplays
• Business basic
• Affordable, energy-efficient monitors for growing success

EN T RY

HP Value Displays
• Simple efficiency
• Best-priced monitors from a trusted brand
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1. Each display sold separately. 2. Mounting hardware sold separately. 3. The 2015 Scientific and Engineering Award from the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences went to John Frederick, Bob Meyers, Karle Rasche, and Tom Lianza for the development of the HP DreamColor LP2480zx Professional Display.
4. Features vary by model and not all models available in all regions.
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